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Fantasy Alarm Expands Powerhouse Analyst Team  

Multi-Sport Analyst & Broadcaster Adam Ronis Joins Fantasy Alarm  

Long Beach, CA (November 1, 2019) – FA Media LLC, owners of the flagship fantasy 

sports company Fantasy Alarm, announced today that Fantasy Sports Industry stalwart 

Adam Ronis has agreed to bring his unique brand of analysis, information, and 

entertainment to FantasyAlarm.com and WagerAlarm.com for seasonal and daily 

fantasy sports players expanding its powerhouse analysis team. 

Adam Ronis brings more than 15 years of experience, including hosting on SiriusXM 
Fantasy Sports Radio since its inception in 2010. Ronis is the industry’s most versatile 
thought expert as he excels in both daily & seasonal fantasy sports across multiple 
sports. He has proven this year after year by competing and winning a championship in 
top industry contests, including Tout Wars. Additionally, Ronis has been published in 
numerous places, including Newsday, New York Post, Daily News, Yahoo Sports, SI.com, 
and the Associated Press.  
 
“At Fantasy Alarm, we built the deepest content offerings for seasonal and daily fantasy 
sports analysis and coverage,” said Howard Bender, Vice President of Operations & 
Head of Content for both Fantasy Alarm & Wager Alarm. “Adding Adam Ronis will 
immediately impact three sports proving to our customers and partners that we are 
dedicated to surrounding ourselves with the most respected, analytical, hard-working, 
and entertaining people in fantasy sports.” 
 
“To get to the point to decide where I call home feels great. Howard Bender leads by 

example, and the Fantasy Alarm team has built a family culture that fosters creativity, 

hard work, and innovative thinking,” said Fantasy Expert Adam Ronis. “Looking forward 

to contributing in multiple sports in multiple mediums to continue to deliver winning 

advice and entertainment for fantasy sports players.” 

Look for Adam Ronis on SiriusXM Fantasy Sports Radio, FantasyAlarm.com, and 

WagerAlarm.com starting today. Ronis joins a team of the industry’s best and brightest, 

including former MLB GM Jim Bowden, Howard Bender, Craig Mish, Jennifer Piacenti, 

and Fantasy Sports Gaming Association Hall of Famers Glenn Colton & Rick Wolf. 

 



About FA Media, LLC 

FA Media, LLC is a multi-layered media company with its flagship digital property, 
FantasyAlarm.com, being the premier one-stop-shop for both seasonal and daily fantasy 
sports players. Fantasy Alarm features best-in-class content, personalization, and 
interactivity. Our commitment to quality has won us many industry awards, including 
Best Mobile App, Best Daily Fantasy Sports Tool & Content, Most Innovative Fantasy 
Product & Best Radio Show. FA Media has partnerships with SiriusXM, Sporting News, 
The New York Post, and many others in sports. FA Media has a leadership position in the 
$7B industry.  
 
FA Media, LLC. also owns Wager Alarm, a full-featured website for sports bettors. Wager 
Alarm has the same dedication to quality and top-notch service that makes Fantasy 
Alarm a leader in the fantasy sports industry. 
 
For more information, visit us at http://www.fantasyalarm.com/about.php   
 


